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Abstract. Mars radar imaging results from Arecibo 12.6-cm observations
are presented. T h e images were derived from delay-Doppler mapping using a
coded-long-pulse technique t o mitigate the effects of echo overspreading. Images of
lhe depolarized echo are used t o identify regions of high decimeter-scale roughness.
Some of the strongest echo features are located on the major shield volcanoes
or on relatively young off-shield flowm sudi as the Olyrnpus and Pavonis lava
aprons. T h e shields themselves have highly irregular radar signatures suggesting
complex volcanic histories. Somc Mars radar fcaturcs havc twice thc dcpolarizcd
brightness of the roughest terrestrial lava flows, apparently due t o higher levels of
multiple scattering from surfaces of spectacular roughness or from volume scattering. Low-brightness (smooth) areas are associated with older surfaces such as
fractured and highland terra, as well as with terrain interpreted t o be debris lobes,
ash flows, and aureoles; in particular, a close connection was found between the
12.6-cm counterpart of the "Stealth" feature and the Medusae Fossae Formation
(postulated t o be deep ignimbrite deposits). Marte Vallis is anomalous in being the
only outflow channel showing strongly enhanced echoes, which supports the idea
that this channel and the Elysium Basin that it drained are filled with lava flows.
A weak radar feature was found for the south polar residual ice cap. Comparisons
with Goldstone 3.5-cm d a t a show that the south polar enhancement is much weaker
a t 12.6 cm than a t 3.5 cm, indicating that the southern ice cap becornes optically
thin a t the longer wavelength. A north polar enhancement has also been found,
which is comparable in strength t o the 12.6-cm south polar feature.

1. Introduction

Numerous observations in the 1970s (both CW and
ranging-type)
showed that there are also large spatial
The surface of Mars shows extreme diversity in its
variations in quasi-spccular roughness [Sampson el a!.,
radar scattering properties [Sampson el al., 19921. This
diversity is seen in both the quasi-specular and dif- 1978a, b]. In the early 1980s, dual-polarization CW
fuse components of the echo. (The quasi-specular echo, measurements of the full Mars echo showed evidence
for strongly enhanced levels of diffuse radar backscatter
which is completely polarized, is associated with mirrorfrom the major volcanic provinces [Harmon el al., 1982;
like reflections from superwavelength-scale surface undulations; the diffuse echo, which is partially depo Harmon and Osiro, 19851. These diffuse enhancements
larized, is associated with wide-angle scaltering fro111 show up particularly well in the depolarized component
wavelength-scale roughness.) Early continuous wave of the diffuse echo because (1) the depolarized echo is
(CW) radar studies of the polarized echo revealed strong free from quasi-specular glare and (2) the degree of despatial variations in quasi-specular reflectivity, indica- polarization is higher in the enhancements. The natutive of variations in cffcctivc surface dielectric constant ral conclusion was drawn that the depolarized enhance[Goldslein, 1965; see also Jakosky and Muhleman, 19811. ments represent backscatter from lava flows which are
extremelv" roueh
scales [HUT" on waveleneth
" (decimeter)
,
m o n e l al., 1982; H a m o n and Ostro, 1985; Thompson
'Arecibo Observatory, National Ast,ronomy and Ionos- and Moore, 19891. However, these results were based
phere Center, Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
solely on CW Doppler spectra, from which only crude
Wepartrnent of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washing- spatial mapping information can be extracted. At that
ton University, St. Louis, Missouri.
time it was clear that further progress on the large-scale
jNational Air and Space Museum, Washington, DC,
*Jet Propulsion Laboratory,californiarnstitute of T ~ c ~ radar
.
mapping of Mars' diffuse echo would require more
sophisticated radar techniques.
nology, Pasadena, California.
The most common radar-mapping technique is the
Copyright 1999 by the American Geophysical Union.
sscalled "delay-Doppler" method. This approach has
been used with great success in Earth-based radar mapPaper number 199833900042..
ping of Venus [Campbell and B u m s , 19801. The stan0148-0227/99/1998JE900042$09.00
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d a d type of delay-Doppler mapping involves coherent
spectral analysis using inter-pulse or inter-code s a m
pling. This requires that the target echo be "under
spread," i.e., that the time-bandwidth product of the
echo not exceed unity. Mars, unlike Venus, is grossly
overspread and therefore cannot be mapped with this
technique, alt,hongh some topography and scattering information can be extracted from the leadine edee of- the
planet's delay-Doppler echo [Downs et al., 1975, 19821.
One can also do a crude delay-Doppler mapping
- .of Mars
using intrapulse coherent analysis [Dyce et al., 19671,
but the achievable resolution is too coarse to be of much
use.
~h~ first true radar images of M~~~ were obtained in
1988 from X-band (3.5-cm wavelength) bistatic observations involving transmission at Goldstone and reception
a t the Very Large Array (VLA) [Muhleman et a[., 1991;
Butler, 1994; Muhleman et al., 19951. The images were
formed directly using the VLA synthesized beam rather
than by delay-Doppler mapping. Besides locating the
sources of some of the major volcanic backscatter enhancements, the Goldstone/VLA itnagen produced two
major surprises: the detection of a very strong echo
from the south polar ice cap (reminiscent of the anomalous echoes from the icy Galilean satellites) and the d i s
covery of a large radar-dark area in southern Amazonis
(dubbed "Stealth").
A considerable effort was made in the 1980s to perfect
techniques for dealing with the overspreading problem
in ionospheric radar observations. It was realized that
one technique in particular, the coded-long-pulse (CLP)
method, could be adapted t o the delay-Doppler mapping of overspread planets. We therefore undertook a
series of Mars radar observations using this technique at
Arecibo, the objective being to image the la net at a different wavelength and with a finer resolution than was
possible with the VLA. (The VLA image resolution was
limited by the 170-km diameter of the synthesized beam
at the distance of Mars). The first CLP observations
of M a s were made with the Arecibo S-band (12.6-cm
wavelength) radar during the 1990 opposition. Shortly
thereafter, the same technique was used t o image Mercury [Harmon and Slade, 1992; Harmon et al., 1994b;
Harmon, 1997al and t o range Ganymede and Callisto
[Harmon el ab, 1994al. A preliminary report of the
1990 Mars results [Harmon et al., 1992bl concentrated
on describing the unusual radar features in Elysium.
Since then, more observations have been made (during
the 1992-1993 opposition), and work has been done on
improving the quality of all the 1990-1993 images by
summing multiple observing runs. Of that work, thosc
results dealing specifically with the Chryse channcl rcgion and spacecraft lander sites were recently reported
by Harmon [1997b] and will not be discussed further in
this paper. We will also not discuss the heavily cratered
highlands dominating the Sonthern Hemisphere, a region that appears as relatively weak and featureless in
our radar images. Although there is some evidence for
some slightly enhanced features in the south (c.g., from
2
'

-

the IIellas and Argyre basin rirrm), the low echo strength
and sparser data coverage make for relatively poor images and lcss reliable N/S-ambiguity detection over this
region. Instead, we will limit ourselves here to making
a comprehensive presentation and geologic description
of the 1990-1993 CLP results for Mars' major volcanic
provinces and polar ice caps.

2. Data and Analysis
2.1. Ohsnrvations
2.1.1. Observing epochs. Limitcd system sensitivity and the inverse-fourth-power distance dependence
for the echo strength restrict radar imaging of Mars to
a few months around opposition. Our first observing
campaign was conducted during the 1990 opposition.
The 1990 images shown in this paper were derived from
several nights of observation between November 5 and
December 16, 1990. During this period the sub-Earth
latitude changed from4.B0S to 12.1°S. Our second campaign was conducted during thc 1992-1993 opposition.
The data
that campaign that are used in this PaPer were obtained on several nights between December
7, 1992 and January 28, 1993, during which t'ime the
sub-Earth latitude changed from 12.2'N to 4.3'N.
2.1.2. Ohserving setup. The observations were
made with the S-band (2380 MHz, 12.6-cm wavelength)
radar on the 1000-foot Arecibo telescope. The transmitted Power was typically about 400 kW. The transmitted wave was biphase coded with baud lengths of either 100 (1990) or 70 Ps (1992-1993); it was this baud
length that determined the delay resolution of the data.
A circularly polarized wave was transmitted, and both
the same-sense (''SC" 01 "depolaized") and oppositeSense ("OC" or "polarized") circular polarizations were
received. The transmitted code was a 239 - 1 maximallength shift register sequence, which, contrary to standard coding practice, did not repeat during the course
of an observing run. Since the code generator was a
noninitializable (free running) device, the replica code
for decoding was determined by sampling the transmitter leakage signal during the transmit cycle.
UP t o six observing "runs" were made on any given
night. A run consisted of a transmit period and a receive period, each with a duration of one round-trip
light travel time. The transmitter was shut off for the
last 2 min of the transmit ~ e r i o d providing
,
2 min of
echwfree noise at the end of the receive period for calibration purposes. The receiver output was quadrature
mixed to base band and passed through a filter matched
t o the halld. The matched-filtered signals were then
complex sampled once per baud and stored for further
processing.
2.2. Delay-Doppler Analysis
2.2.1. Decodmg and s p e c t r a l analysis. In the
standard delay-Doppler analysis the decoding is done
by cross correlating the received signal with the replica
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code. 'The decoding yields one sample of the complex
voltage for each lag (or delay bin) for each code repetition cycle. Decoding successive code cycles produces a
complex voltage time series lor each delay. Taking the
Fourier transform and squared modulus (i.e., the power
spectrum) of t,hese time series gives a single statistical
realization (or "look") of thc ccho power distribution
in delay-Doppler space. Successive realioat,ions of this
L'delay-Doppler array" are then summed incoherently to
reduce the rms noise fluctuation level.
The scherr~ejust described works well if the timeFrequency (Wz)
bandwidth product Br of the planet's delay depth r
and rotational Doppler bandwidlh B is less than unity. Figure 1. Delay-Doppler array of Mars echo power
In this case one can set the code repetition period to from one run on December 1, 1990. The mean receive
some value 2 r and still satisfy the Nyquist condilio~~time is 0334 UT and the integration time is 6 min, 40 s.
for critically sampling the Doppler spectrum. If the Darker shading corresponds to higher echo power. The
dominant echo feature behirld the Ieadirlg edge is LUIII
target is "overspread" (BT> I), t,hen one cannot avoid the Elysium Basin and Marte Vallis.
some aliasing of the delay-Doppler array in either delay or Doppler. However, in some cases one can still
make useful estimates of the full delay-Doppler array if,
instead of cross correlating (i.e., summing lagged prod- or 70 ps and 13.95 Hz (for 1992-1993). The echo reucls of) the data and replica code, one Fourier trans- ceive period (the round-trip time minus the 2-min noise
forms the lagged products directly without the correla- period) for each observing run was divided into two int,ion summing [Sulzer, 1986, 1989; Hagfors and Kofman, tegration periods of about 4-min duration each.
The next stage of the analysis involved subtraction of
19911. In this case the sa~nplingrale for the spectral
analysis is the raw data sampling rate (typically once a noise baseline level fro111 each lag of the delay-Doppler
or twice per baud) rather than the code repetition rate, array. Since the signal was sampled once per baud, the
so the Nyquist frequency can be much higher. The price total noise spect,rilm (t,he sum of true system noise and
paid for not cross correlating is the addition of a clut- clutter) is flat, so that thc noisc was easily subtracted
ter component t o the spectrum for each delay. This by estimating the baseline level using the frequencies
clutter comes from the product of the replica code with outside the echo band. An example of a delay-Doppler
the echo signals from all of the other ("wrong") de- array with noise subtracted is shown in Figure 1. The
of the clutter to the total noise
lays. However, if a nonrepeating code is used inslead percenlage co~~lrihulion
of the usual repeating code, then the clutter contribu- level was found to be precisely as expected (see next
tion rednces t,o an additive noise component that only section), varying between 15% and 71%, depending on
lowers the signal-to-noise ratio. This is thc csscncc of thc cpoch. Howcvcr, in addition to the random compothe "coded-long-pulse" method used in incoherent scat- nent, the clutter was also found to contain some nonranter radar measurements of the ionosphere [Sulzer, 1986, dom ripples associated with spurious zero-mean oscilla19891. We will adopt the name coded long pulse for the tions in 8 out of the first 260 delay hins of t,he delayequivalent method used in this paper, even though our Doppler ambiguity function. Test simulations showed
S-band radar employs continuous transmission rather that this nonrandomness is caused by a combination of
than the pulsed transmission commonly used by the small system phase errors and the peculiarities of the
two-feedback-tap implementation of the 239 - 1 code.
lower-frequency ionospheric radars.
We adopted Sulzer's [I9861 method for the delay- This ripple problem had a negligible elfecl on the SC
Doppler analysis of our received signal. First,, t,he vari- images shown this paper but is clearly noticeable in the
ous lagged-product time series were formed hy m~llt,iply- delay-Doppler arrays of the OC echo owing t,o leakage of
ing the complex receive signal by the transmitted code. the strong specular echo from thc subradar point. SimThen the lagged-product time series (for a given delay ulations showed that this problem can be avoided in the
bin) was partitioned into n length transform buffers, future by using shift-register codes with four instead of
where n=512 for the 1990 data and nr1024 for the two feedback taps.
2.2.2. Calibration. After subtraction of the noise
1992-1993 data. The power spectrum was computed
for each buffer, and the spectra from successive buffers baseline, the delay-Doppler array for each integration
wcrc summed over the integration period. This pro- period was converted into an array of radar cross-section
cess was applied t o each delay bin (lag), giving a raw estimates. First, the array was normalized to true echo
delay-Doppler array with 260 delays and 512 frequencies power. This was done by rr~ultiplyingLhe array values
(for 1990) or 360 delays and 1024 frequencies (for 1992- by k T A f / N , where k is Bolt,omann's constant, T is the
1993). The Nyquist frequencies of the spectra were 1 5 system temperature, Af is the Doppler resolution, and
kHz (1990) or 17.14 kHz (19921993). The delay and N is that portion of the baseline level due to system
Doppler resolutions were 100 ps and 19.53 Hz (for 1990) noise and not clutter. We estimated N in two differed
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ways, comparing the results for consistency. The first
way was t o determine N from the level of the spectrum
of the 2-min ech-free (hence clutter free) period at the
end of the run. The second method involved using the
delay bins in front of the echo to estimate a level that
included system noise plus a clutter contribution from
the entire echo, then subtracting a clutter level estimated by summing the echo power from all delays and
spreading that power evenly over the full spectral bandwidth. The N cstimatcs from the two methods gave exccllcnt agrcerr~cnt(typically bettcr then 5%). The final
step in the reduction was t o convert the delayDoppler
array from power values t o radar cross-section values.
This was done by dividing by the radar-equation factor
P G ~ X ~ / ( ~ ~ ~where
~ R ' )P) is
, transmitter power, G is
antenna gain, X is radar wavelength, and R is the Mars
distance.
The calibration was checked by comparing depolarized albedos us, (the full-disk SC cross section divided
by the projected area rrR2 of the planet) estimated from
our CLP delay-Doppler arrays with values estimated
from older CW Doppler spectra. This us.,,is a useful
parameter for consistency checks of this kind because
of its relatively slow variation with sub-Earth position.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of our CLP albedos with
CW albedos obtained at Arecibo from 1980-1990; here
the CLP values have been multiplied by a 312 factor to
correct for the fact that the integral under the trianglesquared delay response function (or "ambiguity function") is 213. This figure shows good agreement between our new CLP results and the older, more easily
calibrated CW results. These Arecibo CW values are
themselves in good agreement with depolarized albedos
obtained with the Goldstone radar at the same wavelength [Thompson and Moore, 1989; Moore and Thompson, 19911.
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2.3.1. M a p p i n g a l g o r i t h m a n d images. The
mapping algorithm converts the delay-Doppler arrays
(which give radar cross section in delay-Doppler space)
into images of SC specific cross section uo
in plane!s
tary (longitude-latitude) coordinates. The images are
466 x 708 rester arrays with each pixel measuring about
O.1° on a side. A raw image (or "snapshot") was formed
for each half-run ( w 4 min) integration period. The
snapshots from between three and five runs (6-10 integration periods) were then averaged to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. This was a weighted average that
included a cosL50 factor in the weighting to account
for the expected falloff in the scattering law u&(O) with
increasing incidence angle 0. The averaged image was
then smoothed over boxes of 7 x 7 pixels to give the
final image. The 7 x 7 smoothing corresponds t o an effective resolution cell measuring about 0.66' on a side.
For comparison, the intrinsic longitude resolution in a
snapshot (determined mainly by the. longitude smearing from planet rotation dnring t,he 4-min integration
period) is about l.OO, or about 3 times the width of a
Doppler strip. The int,rinsic latitude resolution, set by
the baud length, is about 0.2s0 at the poles, becoming
coarser by a factor of l/sin(lat) owing to geometrical
projection as one approaches the equator. The delay
(hence latitude) resolution cell also stretches somewhat
with increasing Doppler shift owing t o increasing cutoff
from the matched filter. This effect, which comes into
play when the target bandwidth is a substantial fraction of the sampling bandwidth, can be mitigated in
future observations by combining a wider (unmatched)
filter with a higher (more than once per baud) sampling
rate.
The reflectivity imagc is normalized to give specific
cross section u&, which is defined as the radar cross
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section per unit surface (not projected) area. For the
normalizing area we use the mapped area of the delayDoppler cell multiplied by the 3/2 factor mentioned
in the last section. Although each delay-Doppler cell
includes the echoes from conjugate points north and
south of the Doppler equator, we have normalized by
the surface area of one rather than both points. This
gives a better estimate of the a,",for any strong feature whose contribution overwhelms that from its conjugate point. The alternative would have been to normalize by the area of both conjugate points, which would
have resulted in a large underestimation of the absolute strength of those very bright features in which we
are most interested. The absolute calibration of the
mapping algorithm was tested by comparing the total
cross sections computed by summing over whole blocks
of range gates in the delay-Doppler arrays with sums
over the corresponding delay annuli in the final planet
maps. The comparisons showed good agreement.
2.3.2. Mapping ambiguity. The aforementioned
N/S mapping ambiguity can be a major complication in
the interpretation of delay-Doppler radar images. This
ambiguity can be resolved to some extent by observing
the same part of the planet at different sub-Earth latitudes and comparing the images. In principle, one can
construct an unambiguous image by combining snapshot images using a rigorous analytic algorithm; in practice, such methods are very complex and often produce
degraded images because of their sensitivity to noise,

calibration error, and scattering-law assumptions. For
this paper we have simply inspected pairs of images
taken at different sub-Earth latitudes in order to distinguish real features from those which are associated
with (or significantly corrupted by) foldover from the
conjugate hemisphere. Our data set was well suited for
these comparisons because of the large range of subEarth latitudes covered over the two oppositions. Any
prominent radar feature that is mentioned in the next
section has been checked for fold-over by such visual
inspection. Those features in our images (Figures 3,
4, and 7) that were found to be fold-over artifacts or
to have significant fold-over confusion are identified by
crosshatching in the accompanying sketch maps.

3. Results by Region
This section is devoted to a (largely qualitative) description of the imaging results on a regional basis.
Here our implicit working assumption will be that areas
giving strong radar backscatter correspond to surfaces
with relatively high decimeter-scale roughness. A more
quantitative discussion of the implications of the strong
echoes from the volcanic regions is deferred to section
4. The polar ice caps echoes, which are special cases,
will be treated separately in section 5.
In this discussion we will make reference to Mars geologic units as defined in the geologic maps in the U.S.
Geological Survey 1-1802 series [Scott and Tanaka, 1986;

140

Long i tude

Plate 1. Simplified geologic map of Mars, adapted from the maps of Scott and Tanaka [I9861
and Greeley and Guest [1987]. Letter labels correspond to geologic terrain units mentioned in
the text: Aop, Olympus Mons Formation plains member; Aos, Olympus Mons Formation shield
member; Atg,Tharsis Montes Formation member 5; Achu, channel and flood plain (Elysium Basin
and Marte Vallis); Aa3, Arcadia Formation member 3; AHcf, Ceraunius Fossae Formation; Nf,
older fractured material (Ceraunius Fossae); Hf, younger fractured material (Ulysses Fossae and
Fortuna Fossae); and As, slide material (Tharsis volcano debris). All these units are of Amazonian
age, except for unit Hf (Hesperian) and unit Nf (Noachian). Other Hesperian units are denoted
by the purple shade (mostly ridged plains or Syria Planum Formation). Other Noachian units
are denoted by the brown shade (mostly plateau sequence of the cratered highlands).
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Specific Cross Section

Plate 2. Color-coded radar images of depolarized radar cross section a& for selected regions
superimposed on Viking visible image mosaics. (a) Northern Tharsis, including the shields of
Pavonis Mons (bottom left) and Ascreaus Mons (top right). (b) Southern Tharsis and Daedalia
Planum, including the Arsia Mons shield (top right); the box gives the location of the Viking
image of east Daedalia shown in Figure 5a. (c) Olympus Mons region with the Olympus Mons
shield visible just left of center; the box gives the location of the Viking image of the Olympus
lava apron shown in Figure 8a. (d) Elysium region, including the Elysium shields (top left); the
boxes give the locations of the Viking images of Elysium Basin and Marte Vallis shown in Figures
11a and l l b . The color bar has a linear scale with max = 0.211, 0.363, 0.254, and 0.209 for Plates
2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d, respectively. The zero point for Plates 2b and 2d is as shown on the color
bar; for Plates 2a and 2c the zero points are at 9% m a and 13% max, respectively.
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Greeley and Guest, 19871. A simplified composite of
these geologic maps is shown in Plate 1. The radarmapping results are presented in several regional-scale
images and tlieir acconlpanying sketch maps (Figures 3,
4, 7, and 10) as well as in Plate 2 (which shows colorcoded images of selected areas ovcrlayed on Viking image mosaics).
The images (Figures 3 , 4, 7, and 10) are represented
on a gray scale, with darker shades corresponding to
higher specific cross section a&. The quoted cross srctions are given both as regular numbers as well as on the
logarithmic decibel (dB) scale used commonly in Earth
remote sensing, where &(dB) = 10 log,, a&. The effective incidence angle varies across any given image, so
Lhat the relative intrinsic strength ol any two features
on a given image cannot necessarily be determined by
direct comparison of shade. Some information on the
ranges of incidence angles is given in the figure captions, and the incidence angles 0 Cur some of the more
prominent features are given in the text.
In t,his section and the rest of the paper we will
use the terms "bright" (or "radar bright") and "dark"
(or "radar dark") as a shorthand t o describe regions
with relatively high radar cross section (strong echo) or
low radar cross section (weak echo), respectively. The
reader is cautioned to keep in mind while studying the
images that our gray-scale rendering denotes radar cross
section with stronger shading, so that "bright" features
correspond to darker shading.

Earlier C W radar observations indicated that the
Tharsis region gives the strongest depolarized echoes
from Mars and presumably contains the highest concentration of decimeter-scale roughness on the planet
[Harmon and Ostro, 1985; Thompson and Moore, 19891.
This was confirmed by the VLA radar images [Muhleman rt al., 1991; Butler, 19941. Our images show
that the radar appearance of this region is complex and
nonuniform. The only large, uniform expanse of enhanced depolarized echo is the east Tharsis plains. To
the west, on the Tharsis ridge axis and Olympus Mons,
the echo features are more distinct and localized. Although all of the major shields show radar-bright features or are the source of bright flows, they do not conform to any sort of regular or characteristic form in the
radar images.
3.1.1. E a s t T h a r s i s plains. 'The volcanic plains
between Ascraeus Mons and Lunae Planum appear as a
rather uniform expanse of moderately enhanced radar
brightness (Figure 3; see also Harmon [1997b, Figure
141). The eastern edge of the enhancement is well
defined and coincides with the boundary between the
Tharsis Montes volcanic plains (mostly unit At5; see
Plate 1) and the older (Hesperian) ridged plains of Lunae Planum. The brightest part of this boundary is located in the volcanic plains adjacent to the chaotic terrain at the head oTKasei Vallis. The radar-bright plains
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extend on to the south, forming a peninsular feature embaying Echns Chasma. The southern boundary west of
Echus Chasma coincides fairly closcly to the boundary
between the Tharsis plains and the older Syria Planum
and fractured terra to Lhe south (compare with Plate
1). Within the Tharsis plains is a radar-dark region
corresponding to Fortuna Fossae, an island of fractnrrd
terra (unit Hf; see Plate 1). The northern limit of the
bright east Tharsis plains lies close to the 20"N latitude
line, south of the Uranian shields. The Uraniau shields
themselves do not show bright radar features, except for
a small bright area on the southwest flank o l Uranius
Patera. The extreme northeast corner of the Tharsis
plains shows faint horn-like features from Kasei Vallis
(see Harmon [1997b, Figure 141).
3.1.2. A s c r a e u s Mons. On the western edge of
the radar-bright east Tharsis plains lies a very bright
oval feature associated with the Ascraeus Mons shield
(see Figure 3 and Plale 2a). This featurt: is offset toward
the southcentral part of the shield and has a radar-dark
center that includes the caldera. The brightest part of
this feature (a& = 0.211 = 6 . 3 8 dB at B = 30°), located at 103.7°W, 9.1°N, is also t,he brightest point in
Figure 3. The shield also shows a very bright feature in
the Goldstone/VLA radar images [Butler, 1994; Muhlemarr e l al., 19951. Running south of the shield is a
bright "tail" that lies along the eastern edge of the volcano's southern flow fan. There is also a bright hand
extending northeast from the shield. The lower western
side of the shield, as well as an extensive area west of the
volcano, is radar dark. There is apparently a strong dichotomy between rough terrain on the east flank of the
volcano and smooth terrain on the west flank. The center of the radar-dark side coincides with a young debris
apron (unit As), which may be obscuring older radarbright flows, although the mapped debris apron is much
smaller than the dark area. Alternatively, the dark area
may be associated with an effusive late-stage lava flow
from the western flank of Ascraeus Mons [Zzmbelman
e l al., 19961 or thc most northern of the volcanic ash
deposits left by a late sequence of pyroclastic eruptions
from the west flanks of all three Tharsis shields [Edgett
et al., 1996, 19971.
3.1.3. Pavonis Mons. The shield of Pavonis
Mons is almost entirely radar dark. A faint summit
ring of bright material around the caldera can barely
be seen in Figures 3 and 7. The entire northern side
of the shield, as well as the plains extending north and
northwest of the shield, are radar dark. Part of the
dark region northwest of the shield may represent obscuration of rougher surfaces by a debris apron (unit
As in Plate I), although t,he proposed west flank ash
eruptions [Edgett et aL, 1996, 19971 may also be responsible. The lower eastern flank of the shield, along
with plains t o the east and northeast, make up a bright
teardrop-shaped feature that corresponds to the Pavonis "eaqt lava apron" disciissed by Iiodges and Moore
[I9941 (see Figure 3 and Plate 2a). This radar feature
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Figure 3. (a) Radar image of northeast Tharsis and environs. Darker shading corresponds t o
higher specific cross section u&. 'The peak a:" in the image is 0.211 (on the southern part of
the Ascraeus Mons shield). The image is a weighted average of images from five observing runs
obtained on three separate dates between November 5 and December 16, 1990 (sub-Earth latitude
= 4.8"s-12.1"s). T h e range of mean incidence angles is 6O-66O across the image. (b) Skctch
map of the image showing the dominant features and their names. Edges of the major shields
are indicated (thick lincs). Areas wit,h significant fold-over from ihe N/S ambiguity effect are
identified (diagonal hatching)

is also prominent in the Goldstone-VLA images [Butler, 1994; Muhleman et al., 19951. The Pavonis east
lava apron is apparently one of the largest expanses of
rough lava surface on Tharsis. It is also a relatively
young feature; Hodges and Moore [I9941 place it as
younger than the Pavonis Mons shield and contemporaneous with the Olympus Mons shield. From the north
end of the teardrop runs a narrow, channel-like feature
that merges with other bright features to the north and

separates the dark region north of Pavonis Mons from
the dark region west of Ascraeus Mons. The norlhern teardrop and "channel" coincide with mapped lava
flows [Hanley and Zimbelman, 1995; Mouginis-Mark et
al., 19821 that flow north in a broad S curve out of the
east lava apron.
3.1.4. Arsia Mons. Arsia Mons and southern
Tharsis are covered by the images in Figure 4 and Plate
2b. The Arsia Mons shield has an extremely bright col-
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Figure 4. (a) Radar image of southern Tharsis and environs. The peak u;= in the image is
0.363 (on the northern part of the Arsia Mous shield). The image is a weighted average of images
from five observing runs on December 27, 1992 (sub-Earth latitude = 9.3ON). The range of mean
incidence angles is 8 O 65O. (b) Sketch map corresponding to this image. Edges of thc major
shields are indicated (thick lines). Areas with significant fold-over from the N/S ambiguity effect
are identified (diagonal hatching).

lar around the northern side of the caldera. With a
peak uzc of 0.363 (=-4.4 dB at 0 = 19') at 118.4'W,
7.6OS, this is the brightest feature that we have found on
Mars. The caldera and southern half of thc shidd are
much darker. Other areas around the shield, including
a debris apron, are radar dark. Just to the southwest
of the shield is a bright featurc that corresponds to the
south lava fan. A similar feature just northeast of the
shield may be coming from the north lava fan, although
here there is some confusing fold-over from the Ceraunius Fossae Formation. Soubh and so~lt,hwestof Arsia

Mons is a vast radar-bright feature occupying Daedalia
Planum. This is also the most prominent bright feature
in the Goldstone/VLA images [Muhleman el a!., 1 Y Y 1 ;
Butler, 19941. The brightest portion of the Daedalia f e a
ture in the Arecibo image is centered near 120°W, 2 0 5 ;
we label this the "east Daedalia feature" in Figure 4b.
The lava flows in this area have a very distinctive appearance in the Viking images, showing strong albedo
streaks (Figure 5a) and well-defined flow fronts (Figure
5b). The eastern edge of the east Daedalia feature is
very well defined and coincides precisely with the point
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Figure 5. (a) Viking medium-resolution visible image mosaic of a western portion of the "east
Daedalia" feature. The location is given by a box in Plate 2b. The entire image is located within
unit At5 of the Tharsis Montes Formation. Note the prominent adhedo streaking associat,ed with
lava flows. (b) Viking high-resolution visible image of the region inside the box shown in Figure
5a. Note the prominent lava flow fronts.

where radar scattering profiles show a dramatic increase
in quasi-specular roughness [Schaber, 19801. Apparently, this region is very rough on a wide range of spatial scales. Most of the Daedalia feature (including east
Daedalia) is mapped as lava flows of the At5 unit (Plate
1). Figure 6a shows a histogram of uzc computed from
the entirety of the south Tharsis image (Figure 4), as

well as from that portion of the image (south of 10°S
latitude) that is designated as unit At5 in the geologic
map. This shows a very high average radar brightness
of ~;~=0.21 (-6.8 dB) for this unit.
3.1.5. O t h e r T h a r s i s features. The region of
northern Tharsis between the Tharsis ridge and Olympus Mons shows complex radar-bright structure (Figure
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Figure 6. Histograms of a& for the following areas: (a) the entire image in Figure 4 s (solid line)
and the portion of that image (south of lO0S latitude) classified as unit At5 (dashed line); (b) the
entire image in Figure 7a (solid line) and the portion of that image classified as unit Aop (dashed
line); (c) the entire image in Figure 10a (solid line) and the portion of that image classified as
unit Achu (dashed line). The vertical scales refer to the solid lines; the dashed lines have been
scaled up by a factor of 10 in Figures 6a and 6c and by a factor of 5 in Figure 6b.

3). Due north of Ascraeus Mons is a large circular feature (centered near 104'W, 20%)'
that butts up against
Ceraunius Fossae to the north. This bright basin connects with the bright Tharsis plains to the southeast
and with sinuous curved feat,ures to t,he sol~t,hwest(onc
of which comes out of the Pavonis lava apron). Since
the lava flow directions in these features are toward the
north, it is possible that the feature south of Ceraunius
Fossae is a catch basin for north flowing lavas, although
grabens and fissures in the center of the feature nlay
also be local sources of radar-bright lavas. The higher,
older fractured terra (unit Nf; see Plate 1) of Ceraunius Fossae is radar dark, as are the plains and shields
to its east. North of Ceraunius Fossae is a bright feature that coincides with the Ceraunius Fossae Formation (unit AHcf; see Plate I), a region of many small
volcanic shields and fissure-fed flows [Scott and Tanaka,

1986; Hodges and Moore, 19941. The Ceraunius Fossae
Formation is relatively young; Hedges and Moore [I9941
place it as contemporaneous with late-stage volcanism
from the main Tharsis shields. The feature connects
wit,h t,he Olympus lava apron to the west (Figure 7).
The region north of the Ceraunius Fossae Formation
is relatively dark, with no obvious radar feature seen
coming from Alba Patera (see the NE corner of Figure
7a). Butler [I9941 noted a similar lack of an Alba Patera feature in the VLA images, which he atlributed lo
degradation of volcanic roughness over the age of this
relatively old volcano. Finally, there is a very prominent
feature at 118°W, 13'N (rnidway between Ascraeus and
Olympus Mons) that butts up against Ulysses Fossae to
the west. 'This feature curls around from the south in a
manner suggesting it is a catch basin for north flowing
lavas, which would bc consistent with thc flow direc-
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Figure 7 . (a) Radar image of the Olympus/Amazonis region and environs. The peak uzc in
the image is 0.254 (at the western end of the "Olympus lava apron"). The image is a weighted
average of images from five observing runs on December 6, 1990 (sub-Earth latitude = 10.7's).
(b) Sketch map corresponding to this image. Edges
The range of incidence angles is 7'-70'.
of the major shields are indicated (thick lines). Areas with significant fold-over from the N/S
ambiguity effect are identified (diagonal hatching)

tions deduced by Mouginis-Mark et al. [1982]. This
same feature can be seen in the Goldstone/VLA images
[Butler, 1994; Muhleman e l al., 19951. Ulysses Fossm
itself (see Figure 7), like Ceraunius Fossae, is a topographically high, radar-dark region of fractured terra
(unit Hf; see Plate 1).
3.1.6. Olympus Mona. The Olympus Mons region is covered by the images in Figure 7 and Plate 2c.
The dominant bright feature in the Olympus Mons area

is not the shield itself but, rather, a crescent-shaped feature that wraps around the southern and eastern sides
of the shield and which we will refer t o informally as the
"Olympus lava apron." This feature corresponds very
closely t o unit Aop, the Olympus Mons plains member
(see Plate 1). The brightest part of this feature is located at 138.4OW, 13.g0N ( u : ~= 0.254 = -6.0 dD at
B = 27O). The histogram in Figure 6b shows the Aop
unit t o havc an average u& of 0.14 (-8.6 dB). This unit
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bright h o t s can be seen near the summit and on the
lower southern Bank. It is interesting to note that at
least part of the caldera is radar bright, in contrast to
the Tharsis calderas. The easzern; northwe3t,ern, and
southwestern parts of the shicld appear dark and are
presumably smoother than other are= of the volcano.
The aureole north and west of the volcano is almost
uniformly radar dark; a small island of aureole material
can even be seen as a dark patch inside the bright lava
apron due erst of the shield. The aureoles apparently
have a much smoother small-scale texture than do the
younger apron and shield flows, despite their chaotic
appearance in orbiter images.

Figure 8. (a) Vikig medium-resolution visible image
of the Olympus lam apron (see location box in Plate
of unit kOp,
some
2 4 , yhis terrain is
-40s in the 5%' corner. (b) Viking high-reso]ution
visible image of the region inside the box shown in Figure Sa. Sote the prominent lava flow fro'ronts.

contains the youngest lava flows in the Olympus Mons
region. These flows show numerous well-preserved flow
fronts, examples of which can be seen in che Viking
image in Figure 8. This contrasts with the more subdued appearance of surrounding older units. Part of
the radar apron feature also includes off-shield Bows of
unit Aos (the Oiympus Mons shield member). Much
of the shield itself is dark by comparison; although two

3.2.1. Amazonis bright areas. CW obserwtions
indicated that these is a depolarized enhancement at
the Amazonis longitudes between Tharsis and Eiys~um
[Hornon and Ostro, 198Ti, and the VL.4 maps conkrmed the existence of a f&ture in northern Amazonis
[Muhleman et al., 19911. The Amazonis enhancement
shows up weil in Figure 7 (see also Figure 10). This
feature coincides closely with the unit .4a3 flows of the
Arcadia formation (Plate I). The Amazonis feati~reactuaih appears to be made up of northern and souihern sections: which are connected near I59'W, 23's.
us outThe northern section merges with the hfarte Vai"
flow channel feacure. It has been suggested that the
north Amazonis flows represent Iavas that debouched
from Marte Vallis [Plescia, 1990; l l a n o n el ai.; 199251.
This is in apparent contradiction with the age sequence
of Scott and Tanaka [1986],who place the A23 formation (mid-Amazonian) as older than the channel (late
Amazonian). Also unclear is whether the northern and
southern parts of the Amazonis feature are related or
are merely contiguous. Support for separate origins
comes from (1) the narrowness of the contact between
the northern and southern features and (2) the fact
that much of the southern feature has been mapped
separately as eroded stripped p!ains [Schuitz and Lutz.
198s;.
3.2.2. "Stealth': and Medusae Fossae Formation. One of the most interesting results from the
Goldstone/VLA imaging [Mahieman et ai, 19911 was
the discovery of an extremely radar dark region extending west of southern Tharsis and into southern Amaaonis. This feature, dubbed "Stealth" by its discoverers, showed no detectable depolarized echo in the
VLA images, implying a smooch and/or low-density
surface layer devoid of buried scatterers. Muhleman el
dl. jlSS!j and Bvtler Illi94: suggested that the Stealth
materials are pyroclastic deposits from the Tharsis volcanoes. This idea was motivated by the fact that a portion of the Stealth region coincides with the Medusae
Eossae Formation (Figure 9b), which Scott and Tanake
I1982j had claimed to be composed of welded ash flow
tuffs (ignimbrites). Edgett et a[. :1997] recently reexamined the pyroclastic hypothesis, arguing that the
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Figure 9. (a) Normal-incidence radar cross-section [a&(@ = 0)] computed alorrg Lt~et,wo radar
tracks shown on the map. The radar footprint is 1 5 O of latitude centered on thc sub-Earth track.
Also shown is the utc(0) = 0.006 cross section threshold for the Stealth feature from Edgett et
al. [1997]. ( b ) Map showirlg the sub-Earth radar tracks for November 2 , 1990 (dashed line) and
January 28, 1993 (solid line). Also shown are the Medusae Fossae Formation (shadcd areas) as
mapped by Scot! a n d Tanaka [I9861 and t,he rr;=(O) = 0.006 contour for Stealth (dotted shapes).
Other features are the Elysium Basin and Marte Vallis (EBJMV) and the Olympus Mans (OM),
Pavonis Mona (I'M), and Arsia Mans (AM) shields.

Stealth deposits are loose, wind-blown, volcanic tephra
that were deposited on the Medusae Fossae Formation,
as well as on lava flows outside Medusae Fossae, thus
weakening any direct connection between Stealth and
the underlying consolidated or welded material making
up the Formation.
We were interested in determining if Stealth also appeared dark to the Arecibo radar, since the longer Sband wavelength could he expectcd t o give much deeper
penetration through any radar-absorbing surface layers.
The image in Figure 7, which was obtained from 1990
data with a sub-Earth latitude of 10% does appear
radar dark over the Stealth region. The radar-dark region can be seen t o extend as far as 12'N on both sidcs
of the southern Amazonis bright feature, in good agreement with the northern extension of the Medusae Fossae Formation but somewhat north of the main part of
Stealth as mapped by Edge22 et al. [I9971 (see Figure
9b). However, getting a quant,it,ative measure of the

S-band Stealth from the image in Figure 7 is problematic owing to the N/S ambiguity effect and the difficulty of delay-Doppler imaging near the Doppler equator. Therefore we have done a special analysis to estimate the depolarized echo strength along two separate
tracks crossing the Medusae Fossae Formation and the
"Greater Stealth" region (see the map in Figure 9b).
It was noticed that the delay-Doppler arrays obtained
along these tracks showcd "holcs" at their leading edges,
suggesting complete dropouts in detectable echo power.
This is quantified in Figure Sa, which shows profiles of
the leading-edge echo strength expressed as a normalincidence reflectivity U ; ~ ( B = 0) to permit direct cornparison with the VLA memuremmts. This reflectivity represents an average over a lo0-wide latitude footprint centered on the sub-Earth track. Figure 9 shows
a very close correspondence between dropouts of echo
power and those places where the 15" radar footprint
is mostly or entirely within the Medusae Fossae Forma-
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tion. Thc correspondence betwccn ccho dropouts and
Stealth is not as strong, as can be seen from the nonnegligible echo along the southern track at 135'W lougitude, where the radar footprint is entirely within the
Stedth contour (Figure 9b). Clearly, there is a much
stronger association between our S-band Stealth feature and the Medusae Fossae Formation than was found
t o be the case by Edgett et al. [I9971 for the X-band
Stealth feature in the VLA images. The greater penet,rating power of the S-band radar may account for some
of this difference. Apparently, the underlying consolidated material of the Medusae Fossae Formation (and
not just a loose tephra cover) is "stealthy" at 12.6 cm,
which is what orie might expect if the lormation consists of thick, homogeneous deposits of welded tuff with
smooth surfaces and a paucity of embedded rocks.
3.3. Elysium

~
l is the ~
second great
~
M~~~
i volcanic
~ province
~
after Tharsis and, like Tharsis, was kllown to have a de.
polarized radar enhancement based on CW data [liarmon and Ostro, 19851. Only a small portion of Elysium
was visible in the 1988 VLA images [Muhleman
a/.,
19911, and the first image covering the entire region was
oblained from the 1990 ~
~ CLP observations,
~
~
Ai
preliminary ~
] image ~and a discussion
~
i of the~int,riguing radar appearance of t,his region are given by
H~~~~
[1gg2b]. B~~~~~~of mu]tirun averaging,
the new Elysium image (Figure 10; see also plate 2d)
is of better quality than that shown by Harmon et al.
[1992b]. This image is essentially free of some of the
that affects parts of the ~ h
N/S ambiguity
sis images, since the southern ambiguity points were
located entirely in the radar-bland cratered highlands.
3.3.1. ~
l volcanoes.
~
~ ~
l M~~~
i is~ the~
only volcano in this region showing a prominent radarbright feature. As with the Tharsis voIcanoes, the ~ 1
sium Mans enhancement is irregular and asymmetric,
being concentrated on the east and
sides of
the shield (see ~i~~~~ 10b and plate 2d). ~~~~t~~~ h
lus shows only a small feature on its south flank, while
Albor Tholus cannot be distinguished from the general
enhancement southeast of Elysium Mons. The lack of
strong features from these two volcanic tholi may be
related t o their great ages. A small, bright feature can
be seen midway between Elysium Mous and the northern Amazonis feature at 188"W, 25"N. This feature is
located in a complex region of Elysium volcanic plains
and knobby terrain and corresponds to no known volcanic edifice.
A bright band can be seen extending east-southeast
of Elysium Mons. The trend of this "ESE band" feature
aligns with the direction of lava flows radiating southeast of Elysium Mons. There may be some association
between this extended band and the bright patch located on the southeast side of the Elysium Mons shield.
Viking images show well-defined lava flows within this
band. Many flows have also been identified west of Ely-
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siunl Mons [Mouyinis-Mark el a!., 19841, bul, appar
ently, they are not as rough as the flows to the east.
Most of the ESE band is separated from the Elysium
Basin feature to the south by a wedge of radar-dark terrain. Part of this terrain lies in the classical Cerberus
low-albedo feature known from old telescopic observations. If the Cerberus dark band is a sand sheet, as has
been proposed, then it is possible that there are rough
flows between the ESE band and the Elysium Basin
that are obscured by radar-absorbing sand.
The VLA coverage of the Elysium region was completed with the addition of observations during the
1992-1993 opposition [Butler, 1994; Muhleman el a/.,
19951. A comparison with the CLP image shows some
interesting differences between the X b a n d and S-band
images in the vicinity of the Elysium shields. For example, the prominent bright feature that we see on the
southeast side of the Elysium Mons shicld is not seen in
the VLA images. Also, the ESE baud is the dominant
bright feature in the VLA Elysium images, which is not
the case at S-band.
3.3.2. Elysium B a s i n a n d M a r t e Vallis. The
largest single bright area in our image of the Elysium
region is the Elysium Basin, located southeast of Elysium
b Mons
~ and north of the cratcrcd highlands. The
eastern
side
of this enhancement narrows into a sinu~
Ous feature that corresponds to the youngest outflow
channel on Mars. Although this channel is sometimes
referred to informally as the Amazonis Channel [ ~ o d ~ e s
and Moore, 19941, we will adopt the newer "Marte Vallis" designation [Golombek et al., 19971. The Marte Val~ channel
~ . is probably thc single most distinctive fea
ture in all of our images (see Figure 10 and Plate 2d,
well as the western edge of Figure 7). The channel
shows
upi as being
~
~
~ brighter
~ than the basin from which
it emerges. It appears to have its source just east of the
Center
~ - of the basin featlire and just south of the Cerberus Rupes fractures; this source region can be seen
in the Viking image in Figure l l a . Here one sees the
flowing arour~dlhe south side of two inselbergs
~channel
.
before continuing on to the northeast. At the 18U0W
meridian the channel narrows, doglegs east, and then
turns north. This narrow, kinked part of the channel
can be seen as the dark feature at the top of Figure I l h ,
just southeast of Orcus Patera. Cont,inuiug north, the
channel flows around a crater at 174'W, 21°N; the splitting of the flow by the crater can clearly be seen in the
radar image (Figure 10). Beyond the crater the featurc
spreads out, as if debouching into northern Amaaonis
(as discussed in section 3.2.1). The narrow part of the
Marte Vallis channel (outside Elysium Basin proper)
does not show np in the VLA images [Butler, 1994;
Muhlemon et a/., 19951, which must be due, at least in
part, to the lower resolution. The VLA images do show
the enhancement from the Elysium Basin, including the
bright regions on its eastern edge (where Marte Vallis
flows) and southern tip, though none of these areas is
as bright as their ESE band feature.

Figure 10. (a) Radar image of the Elysium :egion and envi~ons.The peak 0; in the image is
0.209 (in the Marte Valiis channel). Xost of the image is a weighted average of images from three
observing runs on December 1?1990 (sub-Earri latitude = 9.7"s The YE corner of the image
(XE of ! 8 G 0 8 20°\.) is fro- three nu on Dearnber 20. 1992 (kub_E&+th 1ati:ude = 10.6°\).
The range of incidence angles is .?o-700.(b) Skeich map correspond~n~
"o the Image in Figure
IOa.

The entire basin/channel complex is mapped as unit :iianon, 1997bi, hut these have only a third of the
Achu ("channel and flood plain") in Plate 1. This brightness of Marte Vailis. The obvious question to
late Amazonian formation mag. be the youngest sur- be asked is \why a Auvial/!acustrine region such as this
face on Mars. The
in Figuie 6c shows that should give such a bright depolarized feature. One posthe Achu unit is nearly as bright, on average: as unit sibility is that the basinJchanne1 floor is actually surAop in the Oiympus lava apron. The brightest part of faced with rough lava flows such as those thought to be
the image in Figure 10 is located at 184.1°W, :.So?;
responsibie for the Tha;sis/Olympus bright features. 4
in the M a t e Vallis channel (c& = 0.209 = -6.8 dB l a w fill has, in fact, been aroposed by PIeseia :1990],
at 9 = IS0). Marte Vdlis is unique in being the only who argued that estriisive volcanism accompanied (and
outflow channel showing a strong radar fcaturc. Some possibly triggered) the water release that formed the !aof the Chryse channels show modest SC enhancements custrine basin and O U ~ ~ Ochannel.
W
There is a very close
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Figure 11. (a) Viking visible image mosaic corresponding to thc lcft-hand box in Plate 2d. The
Marte Vallis source regiorl jusl SW of the two inselbergs and the section of main channel in the
top right corner give the the strongest radar backscatter of the entire Elysium region. (b) Viking
visible image mosaic corresponding t o t,he right-hand hox in Plate 2d. T h e Marte Vallis channel
shows up as the darker streaks extending from the left edge to the top center. This entire portion
of the channel (unit Achu) gives strong radar backscatter. The southern end of Orcus Patera is
visible in the top left corner.

correspondence between our basinlchannel feature and
the volcanic "Cerberns Formation" mapped by Plesera [I9901 [see also Harmon et al., 1992bl. Also, the
bright region near 195'W, 2's at the southern tip of
the basin (see Figure 10 and Plate 2d) corresponds to
a region where S c h a b e r [I9801 identified lava festoons.
On the other hand, S c o t t and Chapman [I9911 mapped
the basin/channel floor as a mix of volcanic and s e d
imentary units, so we cannot rule out the possibility

that some of the apparent roughness of this surface is
associated with fluvial erosion and deposition

Discussion: Interpretation of Radar
Brightness
4.

The resulLs from the Arecibo and Goldstone/VLA
images confirm earlicr speculation, based on CW spectra, that much of the enhanced radar backscatter from
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Figure 12. (a) Specific cross sect,ions IT;=(R) versus incidence angle 9 for bright radar features
on Mars (skeletal symbols) and for terrestrial lava flows in Hawaii (solid symbols) and the Lunar
Crater Volcanic Ficld in Nevada (open symbols). (h) Circular plarization ratios p, = u&/u:,
for the Hawaiian flows shown in Figure 12a.

Mars is associated with lava flows. It is worth considering, then, (1) how the absolute radar cross sections
measured for the bright flows on Mars compare with
radar results for terrestrial flows and (2) what this implies for the surface textures of the Martian l a v a .
The histograms in Figure 6 show that the younger
lava flows on Mars tend to have uic in excess of 0.10
(-10 dB). The roughest terrest,rial flows, on t,he ot,her
hand, tend t o have ufc values below 1 0 dB. This diffcrence can be clearly seen from Figure 12a, which shows
uzc(0) values measured for the brighter Martian f e a
tures (east Daedalia, Marte Vallis, and the Olympus
and Pavonis lava aprons) along with airborne synthetic

aperture radar data from lava flows in Hawaii and the
Lunar Crater Volcanic Field in Nevada. The Martian
cross sections are even significantly higher than those
for the extremely rough Hawaiian a'a flows. There is
strong evidence that this difference between the Martian and terrestrial SC echo slrenglhs Irray be associated more with a higher degree of depolarization (as
expressed in the polarization ratio p , z U:~/U~,)than
with higher total (OC SC) diffuse cross sections. CW
radar results [Hannon et al., 1982; Harmon and Ostro, 1985; Moore and Thompson, 19911 indicate that
some of t,he brightest Martian radar features must have
diffuse p, values approaching (and possibly exceeding)

+
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1.0, whereas the Hawaii flow data in Figure 12b show on Mars would tend t o preserve the integrity of a re0.5 [see also Campbell et al., 19931. It would golith of blocks and loose dust by inhibiting those proappear likely, then, that the brightest Martian flows cesses that produce duricrust and desert pavement on
are characterized by higher levels of multiple scattering the Earth. Whether such a regolith would give echoes
than are rough terrestrial flows. There are several pos- with the observed wavelength dependence depends on
sibilities for why this might be the case. First, Martian the size distribution of the entrained rocks, where the
lava flows may simply have a more chaotic texture than rocks are placed within the dust mantle, and the loss
their terrestrial counterparts. Although this might seem tangent of the dust.
Our radar images show that the volcanic provinces
hard to imagine given the ext,reme roughness of some of
the terrestrial flows used in Figure 12, it is possible that contain radar-dark regions as well as the bright features
exotic rheology or lower gravity produces flows of spec- just discussed. Most of these dark features are associtacular roughness on Mars. In fact,, Wilson and Head ated with debris fans (aureoles), ach flows, or fractured
[I0041 calculate that thc growth rate of folds on flow remnants of highland terra. Ayh flows, such as those
surfaces should be 40% greater on Mars than on Earth. that have been proposed for Stealth and the late west
One might also expect a higher degree of multiple s c a t flank eruptions from the main Tharsis shields, are certering if the Martian flows are blockier than the Hawai- tainly plausible candidates for radar-absorbing features,
ian flows and more like SP flow, a blocky andesite lava given the depth and homogeneous texture of such dedeposit in northern Arizona for which Can~pbellet al. posits on Earth. Ash flows and young aureoles may
[I9931 found p , values exceeding 1.0. Another possibil- well be obscuring older, rougher volcanic flows. Older
ity is that thc Martian l a v a have relatively high dielec- aureoles and fractured terrac would tend to retain their
tric constants, resulting in high single-scattering albe- intrinsic radar-dark appearance because they are topodos and enhanced multiple scattering. Finally, there is graphic highs, protruding as islands above the younger,
the possibility Lhal the Marlian flows give rise t o some rougher flows.
form of volume scattering not normally seen on Earth.
This might be the case if, for example, ihe flow texture 5. polar
were so frothy as to contain internal scattering voids
The Goldstone/VLA images [Muhieman el a/., 1991;
within a few wavelengths of the surface. Alternatively,
Bufler,
19941 showed a strong, highly de~olarizedfeathe flow surface might be a mixture of dust and ~ ~ 1 .
ume scatterers in the form of embedded volcanic rocks, ture centered on the south polar residual ice cap. This
~ l t h flows
~ ~ covered
~ h with 1 to 3
of aeolian dust discovery and the subsequent discoveries of similar feacan be found in the ~~j~~~ and ~~~~d~ deserts, the tures from putative ice deposits at the poles of Mercury
presence of desert pavements at the surface and 1 ~ 3 % [ S l ~ d eet a'., 1992; H a m o n and Slade, 1992; Butler
(or more) moisture in the dust prevents volume scat- el 01.) 1993; H a m o n el al., 1994bl suggested that entering within these flows [Amidson et al., 19931. On hanced radar backscatter is a con~monProperty of planMars, desert pavement formation may be precluded by etary ices and not just a peculiarity of the icy Galilean
the regular freeze-thaw satellites. The similarity of the anomalous echoes from
a lack of cobble.sized rocks
cycle that plays a role in keeping cobbles at the surface Mars, Mercury, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto sugmechanism is at work, possibly
on Earth. Martian soils should also be drier than ter- gests that a
restrial dust deposits. Both differences would provide Some form multiple volume scattering in a low-loss
a low.loss regolith more conducive to multiple volume ice regolith such as the "coherent backscatter" mechscattering. If the losses are sufficiently low, the vol- anism of Hapke [l9901. The Martian ice caps are esume scattering could include a significant contribution pecially important in this context, since they are good
fIoIll OcolleIenl backscatler;
the mechanism thought candidates for future histatic radar, radio sounding, and
to be responsible for the strong, highly depolarized ~udace-samplingexperiments using spacecraft orbiters
echoes from the Galilean satellites and Mars' southern and landers. Bere we present some new results on the
r caps
ice cap (see next section). The low thermal inertias radar properties of Mars' south and north ~ o l a ice
measured over M ~volcanic
~ ~provinces
'
indicate a sub. based on a comparison of the Areciho CLP data with
stanlial dust cover in these regions. ~f this dust forms Arecibo CW, Goldstone CW, and Goldstone/VLA rehomogeneous mantles covering monolithic flows, then sults.
there will be no enhanced multiple scattering and echoes
from the buried interface will be preferentially attenu- 5.1. South Polar Cap
ated at shorter wavelengths; a wavelength dependence
Southern sub-Earth latitudes made Mars' south pole
consistent with this scenario has, in fact, been observed visible to the Arecibo radar during 1988 CW and 1990
[Harmon e t al., 1992aI. Alternatively, the dust man- CLP observations. It was expected that a st,roug 12.6tle could contain suspended rocks or blocks if the flow cm radar anomaly would be found similar to that seen
emplacement was followed by episodes of mass wast,. in the 3.5-cm images. Instead, we found a relatively
ing ("rubbling"), impact gardening, and dust deposi- weak feature, indicating that the south polar anomaly
tion. The relative dryness and slowness of weathering is strongly wavelength dependent. We base t,his conpc
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1990 Goldstone data. Overplotted on bolh these spectra are model spectra showing what one would expect
if the enhanced hackscattcr is confined to and uniform
over the residual ice cap. The good agreement shows
t,hat most of the scattering is confined to the residual
ice cap, although there is some extra power in the wings
due either to echo from outside the residual cap or to a
small error in the assumed centroid of the ice cap. The
model curve for the 1988 spectrum corresponds to an
SC radar albedo (cross section per unit projected area)
for the feature of 0.44 at a mean incidence angle of 65',
which is in reasonable agreement with the albedo estimated from VLA radar images at the same incidence
angle and wavelength [Butler, 19941.
pigure 14 shows the polar feature to be considerably
weaker
1990 as
to 1988,
which can

Figure 13. Radar Doppler spectra (solid lines) of
the Mars depolarized (same-sense circular polarization
JSC)) echo from Arecibo ( k 1 2 . 6 cm) and Goldstone
Xz3.5 cm) observalior~sdurir~gthe 1988 opposition.
The mean sub-Earth points are 311°W, 25.1°S (3.5 cm)
and 313OW, 2U.3"S (12.6 cm). Also shown is the 12.6cmspectrum with a 0.6% polarization cross-talk comp*
nent subtracted (dotted line). The strong central peak
in the 3.5-cm spectrum is the enhanced echo from the
south polar ice cap. Note the comparative weakness of
2
the corresponding 12.6-cm feature.

elusion
on a comparison of the Arecibo CW
and CLP data with Goldstone CW data from 1988 and
1990. The Goldstone monostatic CW data were partitularly suitable for this comparison because of t,heir
simple and reliable calibration and because they covered the same 1988 and 1990 epochs as the Arecibo CW
and CLP data, which eliminates any biases due to incidence angle or seasonal effects. For more details on the
1988-,1990 Goldstone CW dat,a set and a preliminary
discussion of the south polar CW echo, see H a r m o n el
al. [I992a].
5.1.1. G o l d s t o n e CW data. The 3.5-cm polar
anomaly shows up as a narrow spike in the middle of
the Doppler spect,r~lmof the Goldstone SC echo. An
example of a Goldstone 3.5-cm spectrum showing this
feature is provided in Figure 13. (Here, as in the work
by H a r m o n et al. [1992a], we lot our spectra in units
of uff,,,the normalized radar cross section per unit frequency times the center-telimb Doppler bandwidth of
Mars, in order t o permit direct comparison of spectra
taken at different times andlor different wavelengths.)
The small offset of this feature from zero Doppler torresponds to the small polar offset of the residual ice cap
(see the Doppler tracking plot of H a n n o n el a!. [1992a,
Figure 91). A large number of these 3.5-cm spectra wcrc
obtained at various sub-Earth longitudes in 1988. In
for
we show an average ~~~~l~~
~i~~~~
the 3.5-cm polar feature; this was forrr~edby shifting all
of the 1988 Goldstone spectra by the mean Doppler shift
of the residual ice cap, averaging, and then subtracting
the broad nonpolar part of the spectrum. In Figure 14b
we show the corresponding spectrum from averaging of
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Figure 14. Doppler spectra of the 3.5-cm south polar feature from Goldstone CW spectra obtained during
the
1988 and (b) 1990 Mars opposilioIls. The 1988
spectrum is averaged over 59
runs with sub.
Eart,h latitudes hct,wccn 24.h0S and 26.hoS; the 1990
spectrum is averaged over 45 runs with sub-Earth latitudes between 10.8's and 13.Z0S. The spectrum of each
run has been shifted by the mean Doppler offset of the
residual ice cap before averaging. The mean incidence
angle of the south polar ice cap is 65.2' in Figure 14a
and 77.3' in Figure 14h. Also shown are model spectra
(dotted lines) showing the ice cap echo
to equivalent full-disk SC cross sections of 0.65 (Figure
14a) and 0.54 (Figure 14b) for the case of an assumed
n=1.7 cosine scattering law.
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be attribute t o the higher incidcncc angles. Integrating
under the spectra in Figure 14 gives cross sections of
0.672 x lo-" at a mean incidence angle angle of 65.2'
for 1988 and 0.211 x
at a mcan incidence angle of
77.4O for 1990. If we assume a u&(O) a cos" 0 scattering law for the polar echo, which is reasonable, given
the Galilean satellite results [Ostro et al., 19921, then
the 1988/1990 difference gives n=1.77. This is consistent wit,h the n=1.3-1.8 values that have been found
for the Galilean satellite echoes [Ostro et al., 19921.
If one measures ofc at a reference incidence angle 8 ,
then the corresponding equivalent full-disk albedo is
uz! = 20;~(8)/[(n+ 1) cosn 81. Using this and the model
:
0.6 for the 3.5fits in Figure 14, we estimate :?
cm south polar anomaly. For comparison, the depolarized albedos of the icy Galilean satelliles range frorn 0.4
(Callisto) to 1.4 (Europa) and the mean uf2 for the permanently shaded portions of Mercury's polar crat,ers is
0.59 [Harmon, 1997al.
5.1.2. Comparison w i t h Arecibo data. Plotted with the 3.5-cm spectrum in Figure 13 is a 12.6cm Arecibo spectrum ohtained at about the same subEarth position and epoch. Unlike the 3.5-cm spectrum,
the 12.6-cm spectrum peaks at zero Doppler. This is
due to polarization crosstalk in the Arecibo antenna,
which couples a fraction (of order 1%) of the OC echo
To eslimate the true polar cap
into Lhe SC cor~~ponenl.
contribution, we have multiplied the OC spectrum by
0.006 (0.6% crosstalk) and s~iht,ract,ed
t,hat from the SC
spectrum, givilg thc dashcd curve in Figure 13. Despite
some uncertainty in the precise crosstalk factor, there
is no way to avoid the conclusion that the 12.6-cm feature from the south polar ice cap is much weaker than
its 3.5-cm counterpart. Comparison of Arecibo CLP
and Goldstone CW data from 1990 provides further evidence of this strong wavelength dependence. In Figure 15a we show a spectrum from December 15, 1990,
which was formed by sunlming the CLP delay-Doppler
array over the delay bins containing the residual ice
cap; also shown for comparison is the spectrum for a
similar block of delay bins just in front of thc icc cap
(Figure 15h). Note that the spectrum from the delays
containing ice cap shows a weak central feature, which
we attribute to enhanced polar cap backscatter. This
feature is free of confusion from polarization crosstalk
since delay discrimination has isolated the polar delays
from the strong quasi-specular glare at the front of the
planet. For comparison, we show the average polar feature spectrum from the 1990 Goldslone CW data, adjusted for the slightly different incidence angle (Figure
15a). This shows the 12.6-cm featurr t,o hr ahout a
factor of 3 weaker than thc 3.5-cm feature.
5.1.3. Discussion: wavelength dependence.
There are two basic ways t o induce a wavelength dependence of the form observed. The first is to concentrate
the size distribution of the subsurface irregularities at
scales that preferentially scatter the shorter wavelength
or to have a broad size distribution that cuts off at the
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Figure 15. Doppler spectra formed by summing
Arecibo CLP data over blocks of (a) 30 delay bins that
include the residual south polar ice cap and (b) 30 delay bins immediately in front of the ice cap. The data
were averaged over six observing runs from December
15, 1990. The spectra were smoothed over 10 frequency
bins. The mean sub-Earth point is 42OW, 12.2°S. The
small central peak in Figure 15a is the 12.6-cm enhancement feature from the south polar ice cap. Overplotted
on this (dotted line) is the 3.5-cm south polar feature
from Figure 14b, adjusted t o the same mean incidence
angle. The strong peak on the right limb is enhanced
scattering from Tharsis/Olympus, amplified by a geometric effect in the delay-Doppler grid.

larger scales (so that the scattering is pseudo-Rayleigh
at S-band but not at X-band). The second way to effect a wavelength depeudence is lo reduce the depLh of
the scattering layer to the point where it is no longer
capable of significant radar attenuation at the longer
wavelength (i.e., becomes optically thin) [Burns, 1969,
19701. Limiting the depth of the scattering layer can
be effected in several ways, as is illustrated in the cartoons in Figure 16. One possibility is that the ice cap's
properties change with depth; in this case one could
limit the scattering at the longer wavelength by concentrating the scatterers at shallow depths (Figure 16a) or
by having the ice become increasingly lossy with depth
(Figure 16b). The alternative and, in some respects,
simpler possibility is that the ice cap's structural and
dielectric properties are independent of depth (Figure
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Figure 16. Cartoon showing possible subsurface scattering scenarios t,hat might give the observed wavelengt,h dependence for the south polar echo: (a) model with scatterers concentrated
near the surface, (b) model with uniformly distributed scattercrs but with stronger attenuation
("dirtier ice") at the great,er depths, and (c) model with an ice cap that is thin relative to the
radar attenuation depth. Black shading corresponds to bedrock; lighter shading corresponds to
ice.

16c); in this case the optical-depth limitation corresponds to the case where the longer-wavelength wave
passes largely unscattered and effectively undamped all
the way through the ice cap t o bedrock.
If one assumes that the "thin ice cap" model (Figure 16c) is the correct one, then one can use it to place
an upper bound on ihe ice thickness by exploiting the
requirement that the ice cap be thinner than the attenu a t i o ~depth
~
at the longer wavelength. The maximum
attenuation depth will be for the case of pure ice with no
contamination by dust particles. At an estimated temperature for the south polar cap of 14ZUK [f'azge and
Ingersoll, 19851, a 12.6-cm wave is attenuated at the
rate of 1.5 x 10W5 neper/cm [Warren, 1984; Thompson
and Squyres, 19901. This corresponds to a l / e two-way
penetration depth of about 300 m. This also serves as
the upper limit for the depth of the scattering layer
in the "shallow scatterers" model (Figure 16a). One
possible physical mcchanism for the shallow scntterers

model is preferential removal of the deeper scatterers
by strong annealing of the ice, a mechanism mentioned
by Ostro and Shoemaker [I9901 as a reason why one
might expect to see a weaker backscatter enhancement
from the Galilean satellites at 70-cm wavelength. Data
indicating a sharp drop in the Galilean satellite radar
albedos between 12.6- and 70-cnl wavelength have, in
fact, been reported recently by Black et al. [I9971 (who
attribute the effect to the steepness of the scatterer size
distribution rather than a finite depth for the scattering layer). It is interesting to note, however, that the
Galilean satellites, unlike Mars' southern ice cap, show
no wavelength dependence between 3.5 and 12.6 cm [Ostro et al., 19921.
5.2. N o r t h Polar Cap

The 1992-1993 opposition offered the first opportunity t o search for a north polar feature since the 1988
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Figure 17. Doppler spectra (solid lines) formed by
summing Arecibo CLP data over blocks of (a) 65 delay
bins betwccn thc front of the north polar ice cap and the
norlh pole aud (h) 50 delay bins immediately in front of
the ice cap. The data are an average of four runs from
December 7, 1992. The spectra are smoothed over 14
frequency bins. The mean sub-Earth point is 323OW,
12.2°N. The central peak in Figurc 17s is thc 12.6-cm
enhancement from the north polar ice cap. Also shown
is a model speclrurn (dolled line) fur the case where
5;: = 0.12 for the north polar icecap and uf! = 0.016
for the rest of the planet. The peaks at both limbs are
caused by a geometric effect in the delay-Doppler grid.

discovery of Mars' south polar anomaly. Although the
sub-Earth latitudes were not as favorable as in 1988,
it was thought that the larger size and lower latitude
limit of the northern ice cap would compensate for the
relatively poor observing geometry. Our plan was to
make observations on several days in early December
1992, when the sub-Earth latitude was at its highest
and when the sub-Earth longitude was such that the
offset side of the ice cap was most visible from Earth.
Because of transmitter problems we were able to make
observations on just one day (December 7) during this
period, and on this date we did make a convincing dctection of a north polar feature.
The north polar detection from December 7, 1992,
is shown in Figure 17. The CLP delay-Doppler arrays
from four consecutive observing runs were summed to
increase signal/noise. The mean sub-Earth longitude
for these runs was 32Z0W, and the latitude was l2.l0N.
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Figure 17a shows the SC Doppler spectrum formcd by
summing over all of the delay bins between the front
of the ice cap (as seen from Earth) and the pole. Figure 17b shows the sum over the same number of delay
bins in front of the ice cap. The speclru~nin Figure
17a shows a central peak corresponding t o enhanced
backscatter from the north polar ice cap. The lack of
a similar feature at the non-ice-cap delays (Figure 17b)
gives added confidence that this is a real polar feature.
Figure 17a shows a model spectrum overplotted on the
data; this model assumes that the SC echo from the
north polar ice cap has an equivalent full-disk albedo
5;: of 0.12 (assuming a cos18 0 scattering law), whereas
the rest of the planet has a 5;: of 0.016 (which is typical of t,hc crat,crcd highlands that dominate these longitudes). From this model wc concludc that the 12.6-cm
north polar feature is comparable in strength to the
12.6-cm south polar feature and much weaker than the
3.5-cm south polar feature.
f i l l e r [I9941 lound no hi111 of a 3.5-cm north polar
feature in Goldstone/VLA images from December 29,
1992, and January 12, 1993. Although the sub-Earth
aspect of the ice cap was not favorably situated at those
times, il is very difficult to avoid the conclusion that the
north polar cap is intrinsically much less reflective than
the south polar cap a t 3.5-cm wavelength. There is even
a possibility that the north polar echo is stronger a t 12.6
cm than at 3.5 cm, i.e., that the wavelength dependence
is the reverse of that seen for the south polar feature.

6. Conclusions
The new radar images confirm earlier indications that
most of Mars' radar-bright features are associated with
relatively young volcanic constructs and flows. However, the distribution of these bright features is found
t o be more complex than one might have predicted on
the basis of the current standard geologic maps of the
planet. Although some of the strongest echoes come
from the major shield volcanoes, the echo distribution
across a given shield tends to be very irregular. Some of
the more prominent radar features are associated with
relalively young on-shield flows such as the Olympus
and Pavonis lava aprons. Also, most of the major volcanoes have radar-dark areas on their shields or in their
immediate environs; these areas are probably associated
with either ash eruptions or debris flows. All of these
findings point toward an extreme heterogeneity in the
decimeter-scale surface texture over the major volcanic
provinces, which is consistent with complex volcanic
histories.
One of our more intriguing findings is the extremely
high absolute brightness seen on the Martian volcanoes
and off-shield flows, with some features giving twice the
rr& of some of the roughest lava flows on Earth. The
implication is that the young Martian flows tend to be
rougher or more intrinsically reflective than their terrest,rial counterparts or have heen modified by dust deposition and mass wasting to provide a layer which is more
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conducive l o volurr~escaliering. Follow-up work on this
problem with future radar observations and spacecraft
landers should b e a goal of future Mars studies.
T h e discovery of a depolarized feature from the north
polar ice cap provides yet more evidence t h a t enhanced
backscatter is a common property of planetary ices.
However, our 12.6-cm d a t a show north and south polar features t h a t are surprisingly weak in comparison
with t h e strong 3.5-cm echoes detected from the south
polar ice cap by Muhleman el a[. [ l Y Y l ] . Since the
enhanced backscatter is undoubtedly a volume scattering phenomenon, a plausible explanation is t h a t the
south polar cap simply becomes optically t,hin at t,he
longer wavelength. Further observations will be needed
to determine the wavelength dependence of t h e north
polar enhancement.
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